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Exhibit Z
C-131/12
NOTICE/response from Google Inc.
* = Live PDF LINKS

=\/\/\/====Reply to request for further info====\/\/\/
My connection to Europe is that the United States Common Law system developed from
the common laws of the England that is now part of the United Kingdom. I currently
face Google Inc in Federal Court on an appeal and will seek summary judgement as a
matter of law on the complaint I will attach along with this notice as an Eighth
Circuit PDF in 14pt type. The facts are my name is not on the following seventy-plus
(75) URLs but naked photos from these pages return randomly in searches for my first
and last name in quotes and nude.
https://duckduckgo.com/?q=%22curtis+neeley%22+nude+!gi *
1 http://www.creative-nude.net/cnpn.html *
2 http://photo.net/photodb/photo?photo_id=12104390 *
3 http://photo.net/photos/Gooseberry *
4 http://aduznfreshman.blogspot.com/2011/06/work-of-helmut-newton.html *
5 http://pinkeelpistol.blogspot.com/2010/11/helmut-newton.html *
6
http://www.nosesimeexplico.com/foro/showthread.php/46689-Erotismo-fotos-y-desnudos-E
rotica-and-nude-photos/page11 *
7 https://cravagolina.wordpress.com/tag/gray-nudes/ *
8 http://cravagolina.wordpress.com/2011/01/26/helmut-newton/ *
9 http://lucindiawest.com/erotica/erotica-and-artistic-pornography.html *
10 http://www.absolutearts.com/art-for-sale/Photography-Black-and-White-Nudes-1.html
*
11 http://www.absolutearts.com/art-for-sale/Photography-Black-and-White-Nudes-2.html
*
12 http://www.absolutearts.com/art-for-sale/Photography-Black-and-White-Nudes-3.html
*
13 http://www.absolutearts.com/art-for-sale/Photography-Black-and-White-Nudes-4.html
*
14 http://www.absolutearts.com/art-for-sale/themes/Nudes/Nudes-1.html *
15 http://www.absolutearts.com/art-for-sale/themes/Nudes/Nudes-2.html *
16 http://www.absolutearts.com/art-for-sale/themes/Nudes/Nudes-3.html *
17 http://www.absolutearts.com/art-for-sale/themes/Nudes/Nudes-4.html *
18 http://www.absolutearts.com/art-for-sale/themes/Nudes/Nudes-5.html *
19 http://www.absolutearts.com/art-for-sale/themes/Nudes/Nudes-6.html *
20 http://www.absolutearts.com/art-for-sale/themes/Nudes/Nudes-7.html *
21 http://www.absolutearts.com/art-for-sale/themes/Nudes/Nudes-8.html *
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35

http://www.absolutearts.com/art-for-sale/themes/Nudes/Nudes-9.html *
http://www.absolutearts.com/art-for-sale/themes/Nudes/Nudes-10.html *
http://www.absolutearts.com/art-for-sale/themes/Nudes/Nudes-11.html *
http://www.absolutearts.com/art-for-sale/themes/Nudes/Nudes-12.html *
http://www.absolutearts.com/art-for-sale/themes/Nudes/Nudes-13.html *
http://www.absolutearts.com/art-for-sale/themes/Nudes/Nudes-14.html *
http://www.absolutearts.com/art-for-sale/themes/Nudes/Nudes-15.html *
http://www.absolutearts.com/art-for-sale/themes/Nudes/Nudes-16.html *
http://www.absolutearts.com/art-for-sale/themes/Nudes/Nudes-17.html *
http://www.absolutearts.com/art-for-sale/themes/Nudes/Nudes-18.html *
http://www.absolutearts.com/art-for-sale/themes/Nudes/Nudes-19.html *
http://www.absolutearts.com/art-for-sale/themes/Nudes/Nudes-20.html *
http://www.absolutearts.com/art-for-sale/themes/Nudes/Nudes-21.html *
http://www.absolutearts.com/art-for-sale/themes/Nudes/Nudes-22.html *
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http://www.absolutearts.com/art-for-sale/themes/Nudes/Nudes-23.html
http://www.absolutearts.com/art-for-sale/themes/Nudes/Nudes-24.html
http://www.absolutearts.com/art-for-sale/themes/Nudes/Nudes-25.html
http://www.absolutearts.com/art-for-sale/themes/Nudes/Nudes-26.html
http://www.absolutearts.com/art-for-sale/themes/Nudes/Nudes-27.html
http://www.absolutearts.com/art-for-sale/themes/Nudes/Nudes-28.html
http://www.absolutearts.com/art-for-sale/themes/Nudes/Nudes-29.html
http://www.absolutearts.com/art-for-sale/themes/Nudes/Nudes-30.html
http://www.absolutearts.com/art-for-sale/themes/Nudes/Nudes-31.html
http://www.absolutearts.com/art-for-sale/themes/Nudes/Nudes-32.html
http://www.absolutearts.com/art-for-sale/themes/Nudes/Nudes-33.html
http://www.absolutearts.com/art-for-sale/themes/Nudes/Nudes-34.html
http://www.absolutearts.com/art-for-sale/themes/Nudes/Nudes-35.html
http://www.absolutearts.com/art-for-sale/themes/Nudes/Nudes-36.html
http://www.absolutearts.com/art-for-sale/themes/Nudes/Nudes-37.html
http://www.absolutearts.com/art-for-sale/themes/Nudes/Nudes-38.html
http://www.absolutearts.com/art-for-sale/themes/Nudes/Nudes-39.html
http://www.absolutearts.com/art-for-sale/themes/Nudes/Nudes-40.html

*
*
*
*
*
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*

54 http://www.absolutearts.com/art-for-sale/themes/Nudes/Nudes-41.html *
55 http://www.absolutearts.com/art-for-sale/themes/Nudes/Nudes-42.html *
56 http://www.absolutearts.com/art-for-sale/themes/Nudes/Nudes-43.html *
57 http://www.absolutearts.com/art-for-sale/themes/Nudes/Nudes-44.html *
58 http://www.absolutearts.com/art-for-sale/themes/Nudes/Nudes-45.html *
59 http://www.absolutearts.com/art-for-sale/themes/Nudes/Nudes-46.html *
60 http://www.absolutearts.com/art-for-sale/themes/Nudes/Nudes-47.html *
61 http://www.absolutearts.com/art-for-sale/themes/Nudes/Nudes-48.html *
62 http://www.absolutearts.com/portfolio/for_sale/photography/Nudes-1.html *
63 http://www.absolutearts.com/portfolio/for_sale/photography/Nudes-2.html *
64 http://www.absolutearts.com/portfolio/for_sale/photography/Nudes-3.html *
65 http://www.absolutearts.com/portfolio/for_sale/photography/Nudes-4.html *
66 http://www.absolutearts.com/portfolio/for_sale/photography/Nudes-5.html *
67 http://www.absolutearts.com/portfolio/for_sale/photography/Nudes-6.html *
68 http://www.absolutearts.com/portfolio/for_sale/photography/Nudes-7.html *
69 http://www.absolutearts.com/portfolio/for_sale/photography/Nudes-8.html *
70 http://www.absolutearts.com/portfolio/for_sale/photography/Nudes-9.html *
71 http://www.absolutearts.com/portfolio/for_sale/photography/Nudes-10.html *
72 http://www.absolutearts.com/portfolio/for_sale/photography/Nudes-11.html *
73 http://www.absolutearts.com/portfolio/for_sale/photography/Nudes-12.html *
74 http://www.absolutearts.com/portfolio/for_sale/photography/Nudes-13.html *
75 http://www.absolutearts.com/portfolio/for_sale/photography/Nudes-14.html *
These are criminal violations of Ark. Code Ann. 5-41-103. Ark. Code Ann. 5-41-106
allows damages as generalized per common law with the roots in the United Kingdom.
"Holy" 47 U.S.C.§230 exempts ALL criminal laws.
-Sincerely,
Curtis Neeley Jr
14792634795 t-sms
15014217083 f
=/\/\/\=End of Reply to request for further info==/\/\
* = Live PDF LINKS
=\/==Google Inc response & request for further info=\/\/\/
24.10.2014, 17:56, "removals@google.com" <removals@google.com>:
Hello,Thanks for reaching out to us.
As you may be aware, under a decision by the Court of Justice of the
European Union, users can ask search engines to remove results for queries
that include their names where those results are inadequate, irrelevant or
no longer relevant, or excessive in relation to the purposes for which they
were processed.
In order to proceed with our review of your complaint, we need to
understand your connection to Europe. If you reside in Europe, you may
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attach a copy of an identification document (passports or government
documents are not required) in response to this email. Otherwise, please
explain the connection you have to one or more European countries. We will
continue processing your request once we receive additional verification.
Regards,
The Google Team
==================================================
Name:Your own name, if you are representing somebody else (If you’re sending a
request for someone else, you must have the legal authority to act on their behalf):
Curtis J. Neeley Jr.
Contact email address: curtis@curtisneeley.com
Search results you want removed from the list of results produced when searching for
the name:
https://encrypted.google.com/search?q=%2B%22curtis+neeley%22+nude+site_creative-nude
.net&hl=en&safe=off&tbo=d&tbm=isch&sout=1 *
If your request concerns more than one result, please provide the URL for
each result and an explanation of why the inclusion of that result in search results
is irrelevant, outdated, or otherwise objectionable. We will not be able to process
your complaint without this information.:
my name is NOT on this page at all.
I represent that the information in this request is accurate and that I am the
person affected by the web pages identified, or I am authorized by the person
affected to submit this request:
agree
Signed on this date of 10/24/2014
Signature:
Curtis J. Neeley Jr.
==/\=end response & request for further info==/\=
* = Live PDF LINKS
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